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ABSTRACT 

The final thesis is partly based on a study conducted within practical training 
placement at Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. The study comprised conducting an in-depth 
analysis on a physical location of the warehouse in Central Europe. The goal of the 
thesis is to analyse and evaluate Nokian Heavy Tyres investment opportunity to 
establish a warehouse in Central Europe by comparing two warehouse alternatives, 
private and contract warehousing. The focus of the thesis is directed towards 
evaluation and comparison of both alternatives from costs perspective. The thesis is 
designed as a case study to provide with an opportunity to explore essential 
elements when planning and evaluating a warehouse establishment in general.  
 
In order to reach the goal set for the final thesis, background research on literature 
and articles was applied to draw up the theoretical background. Furthermore, when 
handling practical issues, interview within the company, correspondence with 
external parties, method of comparison, analysis and investment evaluation methods 
were used.  
 
Based on findings of the case study, volume of goods to be stored at the warehouse 
creates costs that considerably differ from private to contract warehousing. The 
analysis revealed that private warehousing would cost four times more than contract 
warehousing for the company in a three-year period. Contract warehousing is more 
attractive for the company, although the private warehousing is economically 
feasible. Company is recommended to further evaluate the profitability of contract 
warehousing and to take into considerations also strategic factors of this option 
before making a decision.  
 
Based on the confidentiality agreement, some parts of the final thesis are excluded 
from the public use. It applies to Appendix 10, 11, 14 and 15. 
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Investment evaluation methods      Cost analysis             
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Introduction 
The current business environment is characterized by the power of customers. 
Globalisation shortens distances and opens the door of various opportunities. Nowadays, 
companies are forced to follow their customers and to adjust their supply chain in order 
to satisfy the growing customer requirements for lead-times and deliveries. Based on the 
basic rule of logistics, the right product with the right quality and in right quantity at the 
right time and right place must be delivered to the right customers at the right costs. 
Especially when the business is carried out in a global scale, all elements in supply chain 
must be carefully considered. 
 
When identifying opportunities to get closer to the customers, establishment of a 
warehouse is one of the options that can come to one’s mind. By setting up a warehouse 
in desired location company can provide with fast, flexible and cost-efficient service 
towards its customers. Nevertheless, to ensure the cost-efficient service, company has to 
make a decision on a warehouse alternative that would suit best to a particular need of a 
company. Should a warehouse be owned, leased or rented? Should the warehousing 
functions be internally performed or contracted out to a third–party provider? 
Nowadays, companies outsource operations that are not their core business and 
warehouse management is not left behind.  
 
The final thesis is partly based on a study conducted within my practical training 
placement at Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. The study comprised conducting an in-depth 
analysis on a physical location of the warehouse in Central Europe. Nevertheless, the 
focus of the thesis is directed towards comparison and evaluation of the private and 
contract warehousing from the costs perspective. Furthermore, it is important to outline 
that only a profitable investment should be accepted by management. Thus, the final 
thesis takes also this aspect into consideration.   
 
The goal of the thesis is to analyse and evaluate Nokian Heavy Tyres investment 
opportunity to establish a warehouse in Central Europe by comparing two warehouse 
alternatives, private and contract warehousing.  
 
To direct the final thesis, a hypothesis was formulated. The hypothesis is based on the 
major difference between private and contract warehouse characterized as follows. 
“Warehouse internally performed is more attractive when the volume of activity is 
sufficient large and the charges of contract warehouse would exceed the cost of a private 
facility.”1   
 
 
Hypothesis 

In case of Nokian Heavy Tyres, the contract warehousing is more attractive 
since the costs of contract warehouse do not exceed the costs of a private 
warehousing. 

 

                                                 
1 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management, p. 285 
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The work is divided into two main parts, theoretical and practical part. The first 
theoretical part covers and defines essential elements of warehouse planning process and 
gives an insight into what methods are used when evaluating investment opportunities in 
general. The practical part is designed as a case study that firstly introduces the 
company intending to expand its supply chain and secondly evaluates this investment by 
comparing two variants, private and contract warehousing. The thesis is concluded with 
comparison and recommendation.  
 
In order to reach the goal set for the final thesis, following methods were used. Firstly, 
background research on literature and articles enabled to draw up the theoretical 
framework. When handling the practical issues, results were delivered based on 
interview within the company, correspondence with external parties, method of 
comparison, analysis and investment evaluation methods. Beyond that, applying 
theoretical knowledge into practical part was strongly followed.  
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1 Warehouse planning 
Before starting planning a warehouse, terms such as warehouse and distribution centre 
must be rightly recognized. A warehouse is typically viewed as a place to store 
inventory, such as raw materials, parts, goods-in-process, finished goods at and between 
point of origin and point of consumption. The term distribution centre is not identical. 
Distribution centre holds minimum inventories predominantly high-demand items and 
performs a high percentage of value adding.2  
  
This chapter describes essential steps of warehouse planning process. Before economic 
evaluation, character of a warehouse should be identified. Considerations when planning 
a warehouse are illustrated in Figure 1. These include reasons of holding inventory, 
types of warehouses, where to locate a facility, what kind of inventory to hold, the size 
of a building and what kind of resources are needed to operate a warehouse.     
 
 

 

 
Planning 

a  
warehouse

Rationale Warehouse 
alternatives 

Location 
Workforce 

Equipment 

Design/Size 

Product-mix 

 
 

 

Figure 1 Considerations when planning a warehouse 
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 

 
 
 
 
Assumption  

As scope of the thesis defined, the work itself is not concentrated on designing the 
warehouse in terms of maximizing productivity and efficiency and utilizing its space.   

                                                 
2 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 268 
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1.1 Warehouse rationale 
One of the major challenges in a supply chain is to react quickly on the demand 
changes, in other words to reduce a lead-time. In the world of globalisation, companies 
follow their customers when entering a new business market. In general, to get closer to 
the point of use is a key factor facilitating shorter lead-time. Establishing a warehouse is 
one of the alternatives how to provide fast services towards customers.   
 
There is a wide range of reasons for holding inventory in storage. It is essential to 
formulate warehouse rationale in the first place of the planning process. Table 1 
provides with common warehouse rationale. 
 

Table 1 Warehouse rationale 

Warehouse rationale 
To support manufacturing 
To better match supply with customer demand 
To buffer against sudden changes in supply 
To buffer against unreliable demand or price increases 
To achieve transportation economies  
To breakbulk or subdivide a large shipment of product into many smaller shipments 
To mix products form multiple production facilities for shipment to a single 
customer 
To combine or consolidate a number of small shipments into a single higher-volume 
shipment 
To provide value-added processing 
To support the just-in-time programs of suppliers and customers 
Source: BARTHOLDI, J.J., HACKMAN, S.T.: Warehouse & Distribution Science. 1998-2008. p. 5; 
LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 268 
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1.2 Warehouse alternatives  
In general, many types of warehouses appear in a supply chain. Factors influencing the 
warehousing decision comprise type of distribution industry, company’s strategic goal, 
its financial capacities, product characteristics, strength of the competition and state of 
the general economy.3  
 
Key aspect of this section is not centred on defining the warehouse alternatives 
according to a product type, but the focus is given to on classification by ownership. The 
differences are described from the user perspective.  
 

1.2.1 Private warehouse 
Private warehousing is an option where the facility is owned or leased and managed by 
the same company that owns the product handled and stored at the facility.4 The 
company-owned warehouse is generally used to handle the basic inventory levels 
required for least cost logistics in markets where the volume justifies ownership.5  
 
When evaluating the benefits, flexibility is considered as both positive and negative 
factor of private warehousing. Company gets a great degree of flexibility to design and 
operate the facility to meet the needs of customers, but at the same time loses the 
flexibility in short-term expanding mainly because of the fixed size of the warehouse.  
 

1.2.2 Public warehouse 
The public warehouse concept is designed for those users who are attracted by the short-
term commitments. In a general way, public warehouse is operated as an independent 
business unit and this option is used where volume is insufficient to justify ownership or 
to store peak requirements.6  
 
Public warehouses handle the requirements of a number of firms and offer a number of 
standardized services such as, for instance broken-case handling, packaging, shipment 
consolidation, equipment maintenance and service, break bulk service. Nevertheless, 
some specialized services desired by customer may not always be available in a specific 
location. Lack of tailored services and shortage of space may be an obstacle for the 
companies intending to invest in a public warehouse in a selected market.7   
 
 
 

                                                 
3 KAPOOR, S.K., KANSAL, P.: Basics of Distribution Management: A Logistical Approach, p. 170 
4 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, p.399 
5 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management, p. 285 
6 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management, p. 285 
7 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management, p. 281 
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1.2.3 Contract warehouse  
Contract warehousing is a customized extension of public warehousing, which 
encompasses benefits of both private and public warehousing.8 The term, contract 
warehousing it is defined as „a long-term mutually agreement providing unique and 
specially tailored warehousing and logistics services exclusively to one client, where the 
vendor and client share the risk associated with the operation.“9  
 
The important differences between contract and public warehouse operators are the 
anticipated length of the relationship, degree of exclusive or tailored services, and 
shared incorporation of benefits and risks.10 Especially the long-term relationship 
typically results in the lower total costs than a public warehouse. 
 
A range of logistical services such as transportation management, inventory control, 
order processing, customer service, and return merchandise processing are offered 
within the contract warehousing.11  
 
  

1.3 Warehouse location 
When having rationale to establish a warehouse considered, the site selection is the next 
step of the planning process. Where to locate a facility will be examined from the 
general and specific perspective. Warehouse location should address the company’s 
need and be closely linked with the corporate strategy. 
 

1.3.1 General approach 
When taking a general approach to analyse a warehouse location in practice, an 
important aspect is to consider alternatives of geographical areas where the facility will 
be potentially placed. General approach comprises three types of location strategy based 
on the company’s need.12  
 
When locating the warehouse nearest to the final customer in order to maximize 
customer service levels and to utilize transportation economies, so-called market-
positioned strategy is used.  
 
The second option to locate a warehouse is to follow the production-positioned 
strategy. This concept enables company to place a facility in close proximity to sources 
of supply or production facilities. Nevertheless, the strength is not given to maximizing 
customer service levels. 
  

                                                 
8 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 393 
9 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 273 
10 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 393 
11 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 395 
12 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 290 
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The third strategy, so-called intermediately positioned strategy locates warehouses at 
a midpoint location between the final customer and the producer. From the customer 
service level perspective, this strategy ranks second out of three mentioned options.  
 

1.3.2 Specific approach  
Specific approach examines factors that identify specific locations within the large 
geographic areas. Specific site-select factors must be taken into account when 
considering either private or public warehousing. The major factors in this matter are 
shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 Site-select considerations in private and public warehousing 

Private warehouse Public warehouse 
Availability of skilled and unskilled 
workforce 

Availability and proximity to motor 
carrier terminals 

Quality of industrial land and utilities Availability of local cartage 
Costs of industrial land, labour, 
construction, utilities Facility characteristics 

Potential room of expansion Warehouse services 
Tax system and regulations Other companies using the facility 
Local investment incentives and tax 
allowances 

Availability of computer services and 
communications 

Quality and variety of transportation 
carriers, highway access Type and frequency of inventory reports 

Source: LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 293-294 
 
One can indicate that clear drivers in site selection are service availability and costs. 
Extensive analysis on the factors and other requirements is recommended to conduct 
before a site is purchased, leased or rented.  
 
 

1.4 Product-mix consideration  
In order to determine the warehouse space, material handling equipment and other 
warehouse related issues, the sales analysis, delivery analysis and sales forecast has to 
be approached. In other words, the volume to be handled and stored in the facility needs 
to be defined.13  
 
Product-mix consideration consists of an analysis of each product in terms of annual 
sales, demand, weight, cube, and packaging. Further essential step is to determine the 
total size, cube and weight of the average order to be processed through the 
warehouse.14  
 

                                                 
13 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 399 
14 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 399 
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1.5 Material handling system and storage equipment  
In case of private warehousing, investment in material and storage handling system must 
be carefully considered. As a general rule, an efficient warehouse should be planned 
around a material handling system in order to encourage maximum efficiency of product 
flow.15 This section gives an overall picture of material handling and storage equipment 
used in warehousing. Equipment scheduling should also cover resources assuring value-
added services.  
 

1.5.1 Material handling systems 
Handling systems are classified as mechanized, semi automated, automated, and 
information-directed. Mechanized system combines labour and handling equipment to 
handle operations, whereas handling within receiving to shipping in automated system is 
automated. Combination of mechanized and automated handling is used in semi-
automated systems. The scope of the information-directed systems is to ensure that 
mechanized handling is controlled by information technology.16 Table 3 demonstrates 
typical equipment used in various material handling systems.  
 

Table 3 Material handling systems  

System Typical equipment used 

Mechanized*  Lift trucks, walkie-rider pallet trucks, towlines, tractor-trailer 
devices, conveyors, and carousels 

Semi-automated  Automated guided vehicles systems, computerized sortation, 
robotics, and various forms of live racks.  

Automated  
Automated high-rise storage and retrieval system (AS/AR) 
includes components such as storage racks, storage and 
retrieval equipment, input/output system, and control system 

Information-
directed  

Radio Frequency Data Communications (RFDC), Pick-to-
Light systems 

* Mechanized handling equipment examples are shown in Appendix 1 
Source: BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 420-430  
 
 
When making a decision on what system should be adopted, the costs for each of the 
available alternative must be examined and compared. In general, initial cost of an 
automated system is higher than for one that is mechanized. An automated system will 
require less building space, but the equipment investment will be greater. Key benefit 
from automation is reduced operating cost.17   
 

                                                 
15 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, p.399 
16 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 420-430 
17 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, 
p.432-434 
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1.5.2 Storage equipment 
Storage and order-picking equipment include racks, shelving, drawers, and operator-
controlled devices (e.g., forklift trucks). Storage racks normally store palletised or 
unitised loads.18 Appendix 2 provides comparison of storage equipment in manual and 
automated systems with relation to installation and operational costs.  
 
 

1.6 Warehouse design 
Warehouse designing encompasses defining an average size and layout of a warehouse. 
As scope of this thesis defined, special attention will not be given to designing a layout 
of a warehouse, although a proper layout contributes to maximizing efficiency and 
productivity.19 Nevertheless, defining size of a warehouse merits further exploration 
mainly due the fact that the size of a facility has an impact on the cost level.  
 
There are many factors influencing how large a warehouse should be. Table 4 lists 
factors need to be considered when estimating size of a warehouse. The size is measured 
either in terms of square metre or cubic space. Cubic space refers to the total volume of 
space available within a warehouse.20  
 

Table 4 Factors affecting warehouse size 
Factors affecting warehouse size 

Customer service levels Economies of scale 
Size of market or market served Stock layout 
Number of product(s) Aisle requirements 
Material handling system used Office area in warehouse 
Throughput rate Types of racks and shelves used 
Production lead-time Level and pattern of demand 
Source: LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 286 
 
 
In general, greater space requirements are necessary when products are large, production 
lead-time is long, manual material handling systems are used, the warehouse contains 
office, sales, or computer activities and demand is erratic and unpredictable.21  
 
As discussed earlier, product-mix consideration is highly important when planning a 
warehouse. Especially a projection of the total volume expected to move through the 
warehouse during a period further develops the warehouse size requirements. Moreover, 
a good rule of thumb is to allow 10 % additional space to account for increase volume, 
new products, and new business opportunities.22  
 
                                                 
18 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M..: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 310 
19 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.,: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 285 
20 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 286 
21 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 286 
22 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 402 
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The warehouse size is calculated by determining estimated sales per month in each sales 
area and by combining them. These sales are then converted into units and then into 
square metre of floor space required.23

 

1.7 Workforce 
A personnel planning in terms of how many workers to hire is an essential component of 
the warehouse planning process. However, this step applies only to private warehousing. 
Most of the expense in a typical warehouse is in labour. Before designing a plan for staff 
requirements of a warehouse, it is important to define the basic warehousing activities to 
be performed. Figure 2 points up essential activities in inbound and outbound warehouse 
processes.  
 
 

Receive

Put-away 

 
WAREHOUSE Order-pick

Check/Pack/Ship 

Inbound processes Outbound processes 

Figure 2 Inbound and outbound processes in warehousing  
Source: BARTHOLDI, J.J., HACKMAN, S.T.: Warehouse & Distribution Science, p. 22 

 
When staff scheduling, it is necessary to underline, that order picking is the most labor-
intensive activity in most warehouses, which stands for about 55 % of warehouse 
operations, whereas put-away activity accounts for about 15 % and receiving for only 
about 10 % of warehouse operation.24 In addition to that and as already discussed 
earlier, nowadays trend in warehousing is to assure more value-added processing. 
Hence, all warehousing activities must be identified when considering the right number 
of workers to hire.  
 
Staff salaries are based on the staff specialization. It is important to distinguish four 
categories of work placement position such as managerial, scientific-technological 
support, technical, handling. The annual amounts of the four categories are defined 
according to actual salaries practices and the applicable laws in the specific country.25  

                                                 
23 KAPOOR, S.K., KANSAL, P.: Basics of Distribution Management: A Logistical Approach, p. 160 
24 BARTHOLDI, J.J., HACKMAN, S.T.: Warehouse & Distribution Science.  p. 22-24 
25 Department of Transport Management. Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. Economic evaluation 
of logistics centers establishment, p. 115 
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2 Warehouse evaluation  
The chapter evaluates business opportunity both internally performed and outsourced 
based on the viewpoint of evaluation methods. Figure 3 illustrates major steps in 
economic evaluating process. Cost estimation, considered the most time-consuming part 
of the economic analysis, includes preparation and estimation of all costs. Profitability 
and feasibility of an investment opportunity is evaluated through evaluation methods 
described more in detail in this chapter.  
 
 

Warehouse Outsourced Internally 
performed 

Cost analysis Cost analysis 

Investment 
evaluation 
methods 

(NPV, IRR, 
PO, PB)  

Recommendation 

Comparison 

Evaluation of 
outsourced 
warehouse 

 

Figure 3 Major steps in economic evaluation process 
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 
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2.1 Cost analysis 
Before making a proper decision whether to use a private or contract warehouse, pros 
and cons of each type of warehouse merit closer attention. Customer service and 
financial considerations are the elements when examining the options. From the 
financial point of view, operating costs and initial investment in facilities differ 
significantly from private to public warehouse.26 This section presents major cost 
factors involved when evaluating warehouse carried out internally or outsourced.27

 

2.1.1 Internal performance 
When estimating costs in case of private warehousing, investment and operational costs 
are the key considerations. All costs associated with the performance of private 
warehousing are displayed in Table 6.  
 

Table 5 Cost elements in internal performance  

Cost elements 
Land acquisition Landscaping  

Construction costs 

Buildings, docks, electric installation, 
erection, fire-protection systems, 
foundations and flooring, heating, 
ventilating, air-conditioning systems, 
roads, sewerage  

Equipment costs 
Fork trucks, conveyors, automatic guided 
vehicles included installation, security 
equipment, racks 

Instrumentation  
Bar-code readers, sensors, information-
gathering devices, computers, software, 
controllers 

INVESTMENT 
COSTS 

  

Labor costs  Hiring, training 

Labor costs  
Salaries, fringe benefits, health and 
social insurance, training, labour 
overtime, sickness costs OPERATIONAL 

COSTS  
  Overhead costs 

Advertising, depreciation, insurance of 
equipment, rental/leasing costs, 
telecommunication, maintenance, utilities 
costs*, miscellaneous expenses 

Total costs Investment + Operational + Start-up costs 
* Utilities costs include electricity and water consumption costs 
Source: Department of Transport Management. Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. Economic 
evaluation of logistics centers establishment, p. 113; TOMPKINS, J.A., SMITH, J.D.: The Warehouse 
Management Handbook, p. 344  
 
                                                 
26 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 273 
27 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, 
p.400, 650 
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As exposed, investment costs include so-called first costs associated with the 
investment implementation, such as land acquisition, construction, equipment, 
instrumentation and labour costs. Construction costs encompass all expenses related to 
construction of a building and their estimation is based on observed unit prices in other 
similar construction projects. Only the labour costs related to hiring and training staff 
participate in the total investment costs.  
 
Volume of using the facility is a critical element when concerning operational costs 
comprising labour and overhead costs. Costs are estimated according to the prevailing 
market prices. In the case of private warehousing, depreciation allowances on building 
and equipment offer tax benefits.28 As for total expenses, besides investment and 
operation expenses, they might also include a cost item related to start-up cost when no 
revenues are collected, but operations take place in the first year.29  
 

Equipment
10 %

Building 
services

15 %

Staff
50 %

Building 
25 %

 

Figure 4 Average breakdown of annual costs  
Source: BAKER, P., CROUCHER, P., RUSHTON, A: The Handbook of Logistics and Distribution 

Management, p. 264 
 
When examining average annual costs of conventional warehouse operations, Figure 4 
illustrates that the labour costs decisively dominate over the other categories. The 
predominant share of the labour cost stands for the order picking activity as has been 
already pointed out earlier. Costs associated with building rent or equivalent reach 25 %. 
Building services referred to costs of maintenance, services, insurance and rate accounts 
for 15 %. Concerning figure on equipment, in case of automated warehouses the share 
would be substantially higher than 10 %. Costs related to the information systems are 
not included and they would represent a significant sum for both conventional and 
automated warehouses.30  
 

                                                 
28 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management, p. 283 
29 Department of Transport Management. Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. Economic evaluation 
of logistics centers establishment, p. 115 
30 BAKER, P., CROUCHER, P., RUSHTON, A.: The Handbook of Logistics and Distribution 
Management, p. 264 
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2.1.2 Outsourced performance  
Cost elements in outsourcing decision are taken into consideration, whereas strategic 
factors are left out of this analysis.31 Costs involved in outsourcing are pictured in 
Figure 5.  
 
Warehousing costs are paid in the form of rates charged by an outside company 
offering such services. It means, that contract warehouse typically charges on the basis 
of cases, pallets stored or handled over a designed time period. Thus, when considering 
outsourcing or owning a warehouse, volume is a critical factor. Warehousing internally 
performed is more attractive when the volume of activity is sufficient large and the 
charges of contract warehousing would exceed the cost of a private facility.32

 
To fully evaluate outsourcing, the company should consider alternative uses of the 
capital that would be invested in the second best alternative. In other words, so-called 
opportunity costs should be estimated as well.33 Other costs include costs that might 
be related to the project, for instance, costs of running an open competition for the third-
party provider. 
 
 

 

Cost elements 

Warehouse 
charges 

Opportunity 
cost 

Handling 

Other  
costs 

Storage Value-added service 

Figure 5 Cost elements in outsourcing performance  
Source: BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, 

p. 652 
 

                                                 
31 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, p. 
652 
32 LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management, p. 285 
33 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J.: Logistical Management: The Integrated Supply Chain Process, p. 
652 
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2.1.3 Comparison on costs 
Table 6 indicates the cost elements in the private and contract warehousing defined from 
the user perspective. As described, contract warehouses typically don’t require capital 
investment on the part of customers. Customers are charged a basic fee for handling and 
storage. Value-added services are typically priced on a negotiated basis.34 When having 
regard to private warehousing, capital investment related to acquiring a building for 
warehouse operations is definitely involved as well as fixed and variable costs.  
 
 

Table 6 Cost elements in the private and public warehousing  

Cost elements Private Contract 

Cost of capital 

Building 
Land 
Material handling equipment 
Costs of starting up the 
operations 
Hiring and training personal 

No capital investment 
needed  

Warehousing 
costs 

Labour costs 
Overhead costs  

Storage costs 
Handling costs 
Value-added service costs 

Source: LAMBERT, D.M., STOCK, J.M.: Fundamentals of Logistics Management. p. 280 
 
 
 
 
 

  

                                                 
34 BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 395 
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2.2 Investment evaluation methods  
Before a profitable project can be accepted, it must be identified and evaluated. 
Economic evaluation of a project is carried out by investment evaluation methods that 
include: Net present value, Internal rate of return, Payback and Discounted payback.  
 

2.2.1 Net Present Value (NPV) 
NPV is an investment evaluation method that assesses the profitability of a proposed 
investment. Its purpose is to estimate whether the present value of the future cash flows 
exceeds the initial investment, in other words how much value the investment adds to 
the value of the corporation. There are several steps that are taken into estimations. 35

 
First of all, the future cash flow expected from the proposed investment is estimated. 
Once the cash flow is estimated, the present value can be calculated. It is important to 
bear in mind, that the present value follows the basic principles of finance saying that a 
euro today is worth more than a euro tomorrow, and a safe euro is worth more than a 
risky one. Thus, to estimate the present value, the future cash flow of an investment 
must be discounted by an appropriate rate, usually called the opportunity cost of capital, 
or discount rate.36
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Arithmetic formula of the present value: 
 
 PV - present value (in EUR) 
Ci - future cash flow expected from the investment in particular years (in EUR) 
n – the project’s expected life   
i - time of the cash flow 
r - discount rate; opportunity cost of capital (in %) 
 
 
Discount rate, an opportunity cost of capital, is used to discount the future cash flow to 
the present value. It is defined as the rate that must be earned on an investment project if 
the project is to increase value of the firm. The appropriate cost of capital for individual 
investment opportunities should reflect the individual risk characteristics of the 
investment. Higher discount rates to adjust risk for riskier projects are recommended.37

 
Net present value is calculated as the difference between the present value and the cost 
of the investment. When the NPV is positive, the project is said to be economically 
feasible or profitable. The investment should be then accepted if the value of NPV is 
positive and rejected if it is negative.38

 
 
                                                 
35 ROSS, S.A., WESTERFIELD, R.W., JORDAN, B.D.: Corporate Finance Fundamentals, p. 266 
36 BREALEY, R.A., MYERS, S.C.: Principles of Corporate Finance, p. 28, 133 
37 KEOWN, A.J., MARTIN, J.D, PETTY, J.W., SCOTT JR., D.F.: Financial Management: Principles 
and Application. p. 397 
38 ROSS, S.A., WESTERFIELD, R.W., JORDAN, B.D. Corporate Finance Fundamentals, p. 267 
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Arithmetic formula of the net present value:
 
NPV -  net present value (in EUR) 
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IN - cost of the investment (in EUR) 
 
 
 
In case of locating the investment abroad, there are few considerations to be recognized. 
When developing the cash flow forecasts, the currency, inflation, corporate tax must be 
adjusted to follow the local laws and institutions.39  
 
 
 

2.2.2 Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 
Internal rate of return is widely used method in finance and it is closely related to NPV. 
IRR is defined as the rate of discount at which a project would have zero NPV.40 IRR 
reflects the rate of return a project earns. It is well established that the IRR must be 
greater than the opportunity cost of capital, otherwise the investment is not viable and as 
such is not worth considering.41 When comparing between variants, the variant with the 
higher value of IRR will be picked.  
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Arithmetic formula of the internal rate of return:  
 
 
 
There are two ways to find the IRR in general either by trial and error or the actual rate 
can be more precisely approximated through interpolation.  
 
Arithmetic formula of the IRR through interpolation42:  
 
 
NPV – net present value 
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r1 – estimated IRR for positive NPV 
r22

                                                

 – estimated IRR for negative NPV 

 
39 BREALEY, R.A., MYERS, S.C.: Principles of Corporate Finance, p. 28, 133 
40 BREALEY, R.A., MYERS, S.C.: Principles of Corporate Finance, p. 99 
41 Department of Transport Management. Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. Economic evaluation 
of logistics centers establishment, p. 114 
42 KEOWN, A.J., MARTIN, J.D, PETTY, J.W., SCOTT JR., D.F.: Financial Management: Principles 
and Application. p. 288 
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2.2.3 Payback Method (PB) 
The payback is commonly used traditional method in evaluating of investment 
opportunities. It is designed to estimate the length of the time it takes to recover the 
initial investment. To simplify, decision-makers are always interested in knowing in 
how many years the investment will be paid back. According to the rule, the investment 
is acceptable if the payback period is less than maximum desired payback period. The 
payback method is based on undiscounted cash flows.43

 
   

C
INPB =Arithmetic formula of the payback method: 

 
IN – cost of the investment (in EUR) 
C – cash flow 
 
 

2.2.4 Pay-Off Method (PO) 
Pay-off method is called the discounted payback period method that takes into account 
the time value of money. This approach is similar to the traditional payback period, but 
when calculating the payback period, the discounted cash flows are applied. The 
projects are accepted if the project’s discounted payback period is less than or equal to 
the firm’s maximum desired discounted payback period.44
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INPO =Arithmetic formula of pay-off method:  
 
PO – value of pay-off 
DC – discounted cash flow 
 
  

2.3 Evaluation of outsourced warehouse  
Investment evaluation methods are not applied in the case of outsourced warehouse 
since capital investment in form of acquiring equipment is not involved. To evaluate 
whether the project is profitable, company usually applies method based on the 
corporate policy.  
 

                                                 
43 ROSS, S.A., WESTERFIELD, R.W., JORDAN, B.D. Corporate Finance Fundamentals, p. 269 
44 KEOWN, A.J., MARTIN, J.D, PETTY, J.W., SCOTT JR., D.F.: Financial Management: Principles 
and Application. p. 275 
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Case study 
Practical approach of the thesis is presented as a case study described in this section. 
Theoretical knowledge gained in previous text is applied to frame the practical study 
and to assist in reaching the goal set for the thesis.   
 
The case study is organized as follows. In the first place, an opportunity to get 
acquainted with business environment of the company where the case study was 
conducted is provided. Company’s investment opportunity to set up a warehouse in 
desired location is described according to defined considerations (see Figure 1). Thus, 
all components when planning a warehouse get a practical viewpoint. Focal point of the 
case study is centred on the economic evaluation analysis that follows the major steps in 
economic evaluation process (see Figure 3). Interesting exploration is given when 
comparing two alternatives of warehouse establishment, private and contract 
warehousing. Recommendation based on the results and comparison is formulated to 
conclude the entire study work.  
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3 Company description 
 

3.1 Nokian Tyres Group 

3.1.1 History 
Nokian Tyres roots date back to 1898 when the Finnish rubber factory was established. 
Important points in its history included starting with passenger car tyre production in 
1932, launching the world’s first winter tyre two years later and first Hakkapeliitta tyre 
in 1936. Nokian Tyres was founded in 1988 and listed to the Helsinki Stock Exchange 
in 1995. Since 2003 Nokia Corporation has had no longer an ownership interest in 
Nokian Tyres due to selling 18,9 % of its share to the Japanese tyre manufacturer 
Bridgestone. However, Nokian Tyres operates as an independent company. 
 

3.1.2 Profit centres and Vianor 
Organizational structure of Nokian Tyres Group consists of three profit centres 
classified by product category and Vianor, tyre chain. The Passenger car tyres profit 
centre covers the development and production of summer and winter tyres for cars and 
vans. Product portfolio of Heavy tyres profit centre encompasses tyres for forestry 
machinery, special tyres for agricultural and industrial machinery. The Truck tyres 
profit centre is engaged in development and manufacturing of truck tyres and retreading 
materials. 
 
 

Nokian Tyres 
Group

Passenger 
car tyres 

Heavy   
tyres 

Truck 
tyres 

Vianor 

63 % 9 % 3 % 25 % 

Figure 6 Share of net sales by profit centres and Vianor in 2007  
Source: Nokian Tyres plc: Financial review 2007 

 
 
Vianor is the biggest and most extensive tyre chain in the Nordic countries. Based on 
Q3/2008, the chain comprises a total of 469 sales outlets in Finland, Sweden, Norway, 
Estonia, Latvia, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Switzerland, Slovakia, the Czech 
Republic, Poland and the USA. Nokian Tyres plc owns 180 of outlets while the rest 
operates on franchising basis.  
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Based on the figures from 2007, the Nokian Tyres Group booked net sales of EUR 
1,025.00 million, of which predominately 63 % accounted for Passenger car tyres, 25 % 
for sales generated from Vianor, 9 % for Heavy tyres and 3 % for Truck tyres.  
 
Export stood for 80% of the net sales in 2007. As shown in Figure 7, Russia and the CIS 
countries generated the biggest revenue share.  
 

Russia and the 
CIS

30.6 %

Finland
19.9 %

The rest of the 
Europe
13.1 %

Sweden
12.7 %

North America
7.1 %

Norway
11.1 %

The rest of the 
world
0.3 %

Eastern Europe
5.2 %

  

Figure 7 Nokian Tyres sales by geographical segments, 2007  
Source: Nokian Tyres plc: Financial review 2007 

 
 

3.1.3 Supply chain 
At the present time, tyre production is carried out in own factories located in Nokia, 
Finland and in Vsevolozhsk, Russia. The company has also set up off-take contract 
manufacturing in Indonesia, China, India, Spain and in the USA. As for distribution, 
Nokian products are sold to customers by own sales companies45, the Vianor chain and 
special tyre dealers. Customer groups comprise distributors, importers, original 
equipment (OE) customers and end-users of tyres. In order to run operations, company 
employs around 3,764 employees46.  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
45 Sales companies are in Sweden, Norway, the Czech Republic, Germany, Switzerland, Ukraine, 
Kazakhstan and in the USA.  
46 Figure from June 2008 
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3.2 Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. 
Nokian Tyres plc decided to incorporate the Nokian Heavy Tyres profit centre into an 
independent company as of January 1, 2006.   
 

3.2.1 Product line  
Product line of Heavy Tyres profit centre comprises forestry tyres, harbour and mining 
machinery tyres, agricultural tyres, military and terrain vehicle tyres, and tyres for 
earthmoving and road maintenance use. Each product category is offered in various 
dimensions. Appendix 3 shows some examples of heavy tyres.  
 
From the company’s strategy point of view, business activities are focused on narrow 
and growing product niches. In the recent years, demand for heavy tyres has been 
increasing. Especially demand for forestry tyres has grown as the demand for forestry 
machine and equipment has increased. In forestry tyres, company’s key product 
category, company has a 30 % global market share. 
 
Nevertheless, the present time is characterized by slowdown in the global economy 
resulting in uncertainty and decline in demand on worldwide basis. As far as Nokian 
Heavy Tyres is concerned, its focus will be turned to the product category where the 
demand has remained strong. In other words, harbour, mining, agricultural and 
industrial machinery tyres will gain more attention when formulating the sales mix. 
 
 

3.2.2 Sales 
Nokian Heavy Tyres has been growing profit centre in terms of net sales, operation 
profit as well as production. In 2007 net sales accounted to EUR 100.8 million and 
EBIT equalled to EUR 22.3 million. The production was operating at full capacity and 
reached the historical level of over 16 thousand tons in the same year. 
 
The following figure illustrates company’s results in annual sales and production. 
Growing trend in annual sales has been kept except the year 2001, where the global 
economic uncertainty forced equipment manufacturers to reduce production volumes, 
which consequently reflected on decreased demand for heavy tyres. However, demand 
for heavy tyres picked up already in the following year and went on increasing.   
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Figure 8 Net sales, EBIT, production 2000-2007  
Source: Nokian Tyres plc: Annual reports 

 
 
Production of core products based on current demand and right sales mix have been 
important drivers in the sales profitability. Product development plays significant role as 
well as its concentration is based on the narrow and growing product niches. New 
products usually represent more than 10% of the net sales.  
 
As illustrated in Figure 9, key markets include Nordic countries, Central and Southern 
Europe, the USA and Canada. Nokian heavy tyres are sold to 40 countries and in year 
2007 export reached 58% of net sales. Another important figure to highlight is that 
original equipment installation stood for 45 % of net sales as Nokian Heavy Tyres is 
main supplier of equipment manufacturers for instance manufacturers of CTL forestry 
machines.  

Finland
42 %

Others
18 %

Sweden
16 %

Netherlands
4 %

North-America
3 %

France
5 %

Germany
8 % Norway

4 %

 

Figure 9 Nokian Heavy Tyres sales by countries in 2007 
Source: Nokian Heavy Tyres presentation 
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3.2.3 Supply chain 
The following schema outlines basic model of Nokian Heavy Tyres supply chain in 
order to visualize the product flow from the point of production to point of consumption.  
 
Majority of the products are manufactured in the factory in Nokia, Finland. In the 
manufacturing process, raw materials such as natural rubber, synthetic rubber, carbon 
black, cords and other chemicals and materials are used. In order to enhance 
environmental friendliness, Nokian Tyres started using purified, low-aromatic oils in all 
production in 2004. Raw materials are purchased from many suppliers around the world, 
nevertheless, recently the share of the raw materials purchased especially from Russia 
has increased. 
 
Finished goods are stored in a warehouse in Nokia and later distributed to the customers 
through company’s distribution network. Value-added service such as mounting tyres 
onto wheels is carried out in the warehouse in order to deliver complete wheels namely 
to OE customers. In relation to distribution channel, Nokian Heavy tyres are sold to end-
users and OE customers by Vianor, own sales companies and special tyre dealers. 
Company doesn’t possess own transportation fleet with exception of few trucks used for 
internal transportation such as conveying the finished goods from the plant to the 
warehouse in Nokia. Outbound transportation is on outsourced basis carried out by 
various transportation companies. Delivery term is fixed to each customer based on 
Incoterms. 
 

 
 Suppliers (Raw materials) 

Plant 
(Nokia)

Warehouse  
(Nokia)

End-users 

Sales 
companies

OE customers 

Vianor 
chain 

Tyre 
dealers

Figure 10 Basic model of Nokian Heavy Tyres’ supply chain  
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 
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4 Warehouse planning 
Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. intends to enlarge its supply chain by establishing a 
warehouse in Central Europe. The chapter approaches the warehouse planning process 
by determining requirements on warehouse location, size, workforce and handling and 
storage equipment. Since the study compares the private and contract warehousing, it is 
necessary to highlight the differences that are illustrated in the table below. In view of 
the fact that no capital investment is needed in case of contract warehousing, the 
requirement on equipment and workforce is excluded from the particular analysis. 
 

Table 7 Considerations when planning a warehouse (contract x private) 

 Private warehouse Contract warehouse 
Rationale x x 
Location x x 
Product-mix consideration x x 
Handling and storage equipment x  
Size x x 
Workforce x  
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 
 

4.1 Warehouse rationale  
Based on the corporate strategy, Nokian Heavy Tyres is planning to adopt centralised 
tyre distribution for the markets in Eastern Europe. By establishing a warehouse 
company intends to support aftermarket in Eastern Europe with fast, flexible and cost 
efficient services. Warehousing facility is expected to support aftermarket in following 
countries: Austria, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia and 
Croatia. 
 

Table 8 Warehouse rationale set by Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. 

Warehouse rationale 
 

To support aftermarket in Eastern Europe with fast, flexible and cost efficient services 
To better match supply with customer demand 
To achieve transportation economies 
To break bulk or subdivide a large shipment of product into many smaller shipments 
Source: based on interview within company 
 
The aftermarket sales in the target area will be handled by the current distribution 
network. The new established warehouse will support needs of sales company and tyre 
dealers based on the demand of end-users. The product flow for the particular market 
segment is demonstrated in Appendix 4.  
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4.2 Warehouse location 
When taking the general approach to locate a warehouse into consideration, market-
positioned strategy was applied as the warehouse intends to be placed nearest to the 
current and potential customers. Maximizing customer service level and utilizing 
transportation economies are initial requirements.  
 
In order to determine location of a warehouse based on the market-positioned strategy, 
map illustrating position of sales companies and tyre dealers relevant for the analysis 
was attached (see Appendix 5). Importance level of each customer and its location was 
carefully analysed as well as specific factors described in Table 9 were taken into 
consideration. This investigation resulted in selecting the Czech Republic as a 
warehouse possible location. Furthermore, it is necessary to outline that the decision to 
pick Czech Republic as the target country was supported with the fact that there is 
already warehouse for the passenger car tyres and sales company located in the Czech 
Republic. 
  

Table 9 Specific factors when locating a warehouse 

Factors Considerations 

Transportation  
Highway access, traffic intensity, logistics service providers, 
rates, driving distances, general transportation cost, 
restrictions, custom system  

Labour  Labour availability, labour cost, labour regulation  

Site  Cost of utilities, industrial real estate market, greenfield 
investment, industrial zones, brownfields 

Financial  Taxation system, investment incentives 
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 
 
 
When identifying specific location to place the warehousing facility within the Czech 
Republic, an in-depth analysis was conducted. As the Czech Republic is divided into 13 
economically different growing regions, therefore, each region was taken into parts from 
the following perspectives: location, highway access, availability of skilled and 
unskilled workforce, labour cost and availability of industrial zones and distribution 
facilities. Based on the analysis, the potential warehouse will be located in the Pilzen 
region as illustrated in Appendix 6 and 7.  
 
There are numerous industrial zones and development centres in the Pilzen region where 
the new warehouse can be either built or rented. Appendix 8 and 9 provides with further 
information on the availability of industrial zones and industrial properties in the Pilzen 
region.  
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4.3 Product-mix consideration 
Before defining the right volume of tyres to be handled and stored in the warehouse, 
several analyses were conducted. These included analysis of sales history from the 
product as well as geographical segment point of view, delivery practices and sales 
forecasting.  
 
Analysis of sales history proved the fact that demand for heavy tyres had been 
favourably growing in the Eastern Europe and promised an optimistic future. However, 
the following graphs illustrate the importance of forecasting taking into consideration 
the consequences of the current market condition. Current slowdown of economy caused 
by the global economic crisis has altered the demand behaviour. Demand for heavy tyres 
in the target market segment is expected to decrease significantly in 2009. Based on the 
sales estimation, around 2,000 heavy tyres will be delivered to the Eastern European 
markets in 2009. Figure 12 distinguishes the top markets within the segment absorbing 
the highest demand for heavy tyres. Markets such as Austria, Czech Republic and 
Slovenia will be the drivers in demand. 
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Figure 11 Sales forecast according to total number of tyres, 2009-2011 
Source: based on interview within company 
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Figure 12 Sales forecast by geographical segments, 2009-2011 
Source: based on interview within company 
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As the company’s product portfolio consists of tyres used in different industry sectors, 
agriculture and forestry, it is necessary to outline the significance of product-mix 
consideration. Heavy tyres differ not only from the purpose point of view, but also from 
the size and volume perspective. The following graph was compiled to demonstrate the 
demand for particular heavy tyre in the target segment over the past three years as well 
as its future prospect. Eastern European market has shown the highest demand for tyres 
especially applied for industrial and forestry tractors.   
 
Annual sales mix in 2009 will be formed as follows 65% by tyres applied for industrial 
and forestry tractors, 19% by tyres applied for other forestry machinery, 8% by tyres 
used in agriculture sector and 8% by the rest products from the product portfolio. 
Appendix 10 illustrates the sales forecast by product category in detail.  
 
The table below summarizes the main findings on forecasted sales, stock level and the 
frequency of delivery based on the calculation attached in Appendix 11. When 
calculating the stock level, the rotation target set by the company was applied. The 
warehouse is expected to accommodate about 200 heavy tyres per 30 days in 2009. As 
noticed, the estimated sales double in 2011, thus, room for expansion must be taken into 
consideration when deciding on the space of the warehouse.  
 

Table 10 Forecasted sales, stock level and delivery practices   

 Unit 2009 2010 2011 
Forecasted sales  pcs 1,924 2,814 3,548
Stock level per 30 days (safety stock 
included) pcs 200 280 340

The frequency of inbound delivery monthly 2x 2-3x 3-4x
Source: based on interviews within company  
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4.4 Material handling system and storage equipment 
Requirement on material handling and storage equipment must be defined when 
intending to own the warehousing facility. As already mentioned earlier, the efficient 
warehouse should be planned around a material handling system. In company’s case 
mechanized handling system is adopted and forklift trucks are the major handling 
equipment. Storage equipment includes racks where the tyres are placed. Furthermore, 
office equipment should be also considered as far as facilitates the operations. The 
comprehensive list of required equipment is provided later on when evaluating the costs.  
 
 

4.5 Warehouse size 
Once the volume to be stored in warehouse and material and storage equipment is 
estimated, size of the warehouse can be determined. The warehousing facility will be 
designed so that covers storage area for tyres and tubes and comprises also area for 
office in case of private warehousing. Based on the projected volume of tyres expected 
to move through the warehouse during a given period, the size of warehouse was 
estimated. The following table defines the required space in terms of square metres, but 
excludes the space for office area. As noticed, the requirement on warehouse size 
develops further with time, thus, facility must allow an additional space that accounts 
for increased volume. 
 

Table 11 Required space of a warehouse  
Space 2009 2010 2011 
Tyre storage area 250 m2 350 m2  425 m2

Tube storage area 3 m2 4 m2 6 m2

Total space  253 m2 354 m2 431 m2

Source: based on calculations and interview within company 
 
 
 

4.6 Personnel planning 
The last component of the planning process is to determine the personnel needed for 
warehouse operations. Inbound and outbound warehouse processes will be handled by 
two operators on a full-time basis in the first year since the stock level is about 200 tyres 
per 30 days and the frequency of inbound delivery accounts for two times per month in 
2009. According to doubled sales in 2011, another employee will be hired. Part-time 
work agreements can be concluded, if the need arises. Additionally, personnel are 
expected to rotate and substitute each other in daily routine.  
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5 Warehouse evaluation  
The chapter is centred on comparing private and contract warehousing from the costs 
perspective and on analysing the profitability of each alternative. The calculation is 
based on the Czech law and practicalities since the warehouse is supposed to be placed 
in the Czech Republic. Moreover, investment opportunity is evaluated in the three-year 
period with a condition that the warehouse will become effective in June 2009.  
  

5.1 Evaluation of private warehouse  
First alternative to analyse is the private warehousing. It is a good start to emphasize 
some assumptions. First of all, calculation is conducted in terms of that fully private 
financing is considered, loans are not applicable and inflation is excluded in this case. 
Additionally, company doesn’t intend to construct the facility, therefore, the warehouse 
will be rented and operated by the company.  
 

5.1.1 Cost analysis 
Cost analysis comprises defining investment and operational costs involved in private 
warehousing within the three-year period. Investment costs cover capital investment in 
handling and storage equipment, instrumentation and office equipment. Most of the 
costs appear as the first costs in 2009. Demand for further equipment arises with the 
increased volume of handled goods in the warehouse. Comprehensive calculation on 
investment costs is presented in Appendix 12. 
 

Table 12 Investment costs of private warehouse in EUR 

Equipment 6-12/2009 2010 2011 
Equipment  44 450,00 € 3 450,00 € 32 150,00 €
Forklift 29 600,00 € 0,00 € 29 600,00 €
Packing machine 6 000,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Racks 8 550,00 € 3 450,00 € 2 550,00 €
Pallets 300,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Instrumentation  19 900,00 € 0,00 € 700,00 €
Computer 1 400,00 € 0,00 € 700,00 €
Software (Maestro, Oracle) 18 500,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Office equipment  2 950,00 € 0,00 € 1 000,00 €
Mobile phone 300,00 € 0,00 € 150,00 €
Printer-Scanner-Copier-Fax machine 950,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Furniture 1 700,00 € 0,00 € 850,00 €
Total investment costs 67 300,00 € 3 450,00 € 33 850,00 €
Note: Exchange rate applied: CZK/EUR =27.00 
Source: based on calculations and estimations 
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Operational costs consist of labour costs and overhead costs as classified in the table 
below. Labour costs contain salaries of two full-time employees, other labour costs 
including wage of part-time agreement, fringe benefits and health and social insurance 
paid by the company from employees’ salaries and part-time agreement in the amount of 
34%.  
 
Overhead costs comprise other operational costs that facilitate warehouse operations. 
They include following items. Depreciation is calculated in accordance with the Czech 
law and is applied to forklift trucks, packing machine and software. Insurance is paid for 
stock and equipment based on annual agreement with an insurance company. Facility is 
rented on annual basis and security arrangements, maintenance and repair of the facility 
is included in price of the rent as well. Maintenance and repair refer to equipment that 
company possesses. Utilities costs comprising heating, water and electricity 
consumption are usually charged monthly as advance payment. Additionally, 
telecommunication costs paid according to the agreement with a major integrated 
operator in the Czech Republic.  
 
Analysis takes into consideration annual increase of salary and utilities costs and 
competitive cost level. Appendix 13 provides with detail steps on how both labour and 
overhead costs were calculated.  
 

Table 13 Operational costs of private warehouse in EUR 
 6-12/2009 2010 2011 
Labour costs 13 464 € 34 196 € 52 438 €
Salaries 9 600 € 20 736 € 33 591 €
Other labour costs 0 € 3 888 € 4 199 €
Health and social insurance 3 264 € 8 372 € 12 849 €
Fringe benefits 600 € 1 200 € 1 800 €
Overhead costs 34 423 € 70 721 € 80 552 €
Depreciation 8 423 € 18 271 € 24 125 €
Equipment and stock insurance 650 € 1 300 € 1 800 €
Rent  18 000 € 36 000 € 36 000 €
Maintenance and repair of equipment 1 800 € 3 600 € 4 800 €
Utilities (electricity, heating and 
water consumption) 3 750 € 7 950 € 8 427 €

Telecommunication 1 800 € 3 600 € 5 400 €
Total operational costs 47 887 € 104 917 € 132 990 €
Note: Exchange rate applied: CZK/EUR =27.00 
Source: based on calculations and estimations 
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5.1.2 Profitability 
Profitability of investment opportunity to operate a private warehouse is evaluated by 
applying investment evaluation methods. These methods are based on a discounted cash 
flow generated from the investment. To compile a cash flow, revenues generated from 
the project must be identified. In case of both private and contract warehousing, the 
revenues are calculated as increased sales that are created due to the warehouse 
assistance. Increased sales appear in coming two years as illustrated in the graph in 
Appendix 14. 
 
Cash flow is created according to indirect method that is based on an income statement. 
Depreciation is added to net profit because it doesn’t generate any cash income and 
capital investment is deducted from net profit because it represents cash expenditure. 
Table in Appendix 15 reveals how the cash flow is compiled. As noticed from that table, 
positive cash flow is generated already in 2010. 
 
Investment evaluation methods such as net present value, internal rate of return and pay 
back are applied to conclude whether the private warehouse is profitable. Investment 
should be accepted if NPV is positive, IRR is greater than discount rate and value of pay 
back is accordance with company’s expectation.  
 
Discount rate set by the company accounts for 15%. The rate is used to discount the 
future cash flow to the present value. The following table shows that NPV stands for 
EUR 968,743, which means that the investment should be accepted.   
 

Table 14 Net present value 

Items 2009 2010 2011 
Cash flow -106 764 € 462 552 € 890 423 €
Discount rate 1,0000 1/(1+0.15)1 1/(1+0.15)2

Present value  
(Discounted cash flow) -106 764 € 402 219 € 673 288 €
Cumulative present value -106 764 € 295 455 € 968 743 €
Source: based on calculation  
 
 
As described in the theoretical part, there are two ways to find IRR either by trial and 
error or through interpolation. In this case, the IRR was approximated through 
interpolation and the value stands for 534%. IRR is greater than the opportunity cost of 
capital (15%), thus, the investment is worth considering.  
 

Table 15 Internal rate of return  
r1 r2 NPV + NPV - IRR 

250 % 600 % 98 081 -22 513 534% 
Source: based on calculation 
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Table below is designed to explain calculation on pay back methods. The method 
estimates the length of the time it takes to pay back the initial investment. Initial 
investment is in amount of EUR 67,300. Based on results, positive cash flow enables 
recovering the initial investment in 8.1 months according to pay back method and in 8.7 
months in pay off method using discounted cash flow.  
 

Table 16 Pay back 
Pay back method Pay off method 

Year 
Cash flow Cumulative 

cash flow 
Discount 

rate 
Discounted 
cash flow 

Cumulative 
discounted 
cash flow 

2009 -106 764 -106 764 1,0000 -106 764 -106 764
2010 462 552 355 788 1/(1+0.15)1 402 219 295 455
2011 890 423 1 246 211 1/(1+0.15)2 673 288 968 743

Pay back period In 8.1 months In 8.7 months 
Source: based on calculation 
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5.2 Evaluation of contract warehouse  
In the case of contract warehouse, warehouse logistics, picking and packing will be 
contracted by the same third-party provider that already operates a warehouse for 
passenger car tyres in the Czech Republic. 
 

5.2.1 Cost analysis 
Cost analysis is compiled with handling costs and warehouse charges and excludes 
capital investment in acquiring equipment for warehouse operations. Value-added 
services such as mounting tyres onto wheels are not rendered, thus, an attention to this 
part of costs is not drawn.   
 
The table below provides with figures according to the three-year estimation. Rent as 
warehouse fee is charged according to required space expressed in square metres. The 
rate applied for calculation below is 5.6 EUR/m2/month. It is clear that the higher 
demand on space is demonstrated, the higher costs are charged. Handling costs are 
calculated based on workload and manual loading and unloading of goods with 
reference to the contract with the third-party provider. The rate of 4.13 EUR per heavy 
tyre was applied to calculate the handling costs in this case. 
 

Table 17 Costs in contract warehouse 

 Unit 6-12/2009 2010 2011 
Stock level  pcs 200 280 340
Required space m2 253 354 431
Warehouse charge (rent) EUR 8 501 € 23 789 € 28 963 €
Handling costs EUR 4 959 € 13 884 € 16 860 €
Total costs EUR 13 459 € 37 673 € 45 823 €
Source: based on calculations and interview within company 

 

5.2.2 Profitability 
As already mentioned earlier, revenues from the outsourced alternative are generated in 
the same amount as in the case of private warehousing. Since the capital investment is 
not involved, investment evaluation methods are not applicable. Method for evaluating 
whether it makes financial sense to outsource a warehouse is outlined in the corporate 
policy that company follows. Nevertheless, the profitability of the contract warehouse is 
not analysed in the thesis and will be later on evaluated by management of the company.   
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5.3 Comparison on costs 
Evaluation of the company’s opportunity to establish a warehouse is concluded with 
comparison on the total costs engaged in both private and contract warehousing. 
Analysis of costs related to warehouse that is internally performed consisted of 
determining investment costs paid for handling and storage equipment, instrumentation 
and office equipment and operational costs that appear with the warehouse operations. 
As for contract warehousing, total costs comprised rent and handling costs.  
 
Level of costs significantly varies from private to contract warehousing as illustrated in 
following figure. If company decides to operate itself the warehouse, in three years total 
costs would be almost EUR 400,000. In the same period of time, company could spend 
less than EUR 100,000 if the warehouse is operated by a third-party provider. From the 
costs perspective, contract warehousing is more attractive.  
 
Furthermore, it is necessary to underline, that analysis of costs excluded in both 
alternatives currency fluctuation. Costs were expressed in EUR, but converted from the 
Czech currency with the exchange rate: CZK/EUR=27.00. Possible depreciation and 
appreciation of the Czech crown influences the total costs.  
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Figure 13 Comparison on total costs in EUR 
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 
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Conclusion and recommendations 
Entire study work is concluded with recommendation based on current findings. The 
thesis dealt with analysis and evaluation of business opportunity to set up a warehouse 
abroad. To narrow the work, two warehouse alternatives, private and contract 
warehousing were compared.  
 
The case study was conducted for Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. that intends to establish a 
warehouse in Central Europe to support aftermarket in Eastern Europe with fast, flexible 
and cost efficient services. Customers that would benefit from the warehouse assistance 
are located in Austria, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia and 
Croatia.  
 
According to essential steps in warehouse planning process, the warehouse was defined 
as follows. The warehousing facility is supposed to be placed in the Czech Republic and 
is expected to accommodate about 200 heavy tyres per 30 days as a stock. Requirement 
on size of the warehouse was defined in amount of 253 m2 in the first year. Room for 
expansion must be taken into consideration due to the fact that estimated sales double in 
the target segment already in 2011. In case of private warehousing equipment for 
handling operations and storage must be purchased. Additionally, inbound and outbound 
warehouse processes will be handled by two operators on a full-time basis in the first 
year. 
 
Evaluation of both warehouse alternatives was conducted from the costs perspective. 
Furthermore, economical feasibility of private warehousing was added. It is essential to 
emphasize that volume of goods to be stored is a critical factor when considering 
outsourcing or private warehousing. Volume influences the cost level. It is not worthy to 
run a private warehouse in case that the volume of activity is not significantly large.  
 
Based on findings of the case study, volume of activity creates costs that considerably 
differ from private to contract warehousing. One has learned that costs related to private 
warehousing consist of capital investment in acquiring equipment for warehouse 
operations and operational costs, whereas costs involved in contract warehousing 
include rent and warehouse charges. The analysis revealed that private warehousing 
would cost four times more than contract warehousing for the company in the three-year 
period. Nevertheless, based on analysis of profitability, the private warehouse would be 
economically feasible. Revenues generated from the warehouse assistance are the same 
in both alternatives.   
 
Hypothesis set to direct the final thesis is true. Costs of contract warehouse didn’t 
exceed the costs of private warehousing, thus, the contract warehouse is more attractive 
for Nokian Heavy Tyres Ltd. Nevertheless, the study excluded evaluation on whether it 
makes financial sense to outsource a warehouse, which is recommended. Furthermore, it 
is necessary to highlight that when evaluating outsourcing alternative, not only 
economic factors, but also strategic factors must be taken into considerations. 
Evaluation of third-party provider’s performance is recommended as well.  
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Appendix 1 Mechanized handling equipment examples  

 
Source: BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J., COOPER, M.B.: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 422 
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Appendix 2 Storage guidelines for a warehouse  

 
Source: BOWERSOZ, D.J., CLOSS, D.J., COOPER, M.B.: Supply Chain Logistics Management, p. 434 
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Appendix 3 Samples of Nokian Heavy Tyres  
 
    Earthmoving tyre    Forestry tyre                     Mining tyre  
          (TRI Steel)    (Forest Rider)             (MINE L-5S)  

                                             
          Harbour tyre   Agricultural tyre 

          (Nokian HTS)                (Nokian ELS Radial) 

 
Source: www.nokianheavytyres.com

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nokianheavytyres.com/
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Appendix 4 Supply chain enlarged by the new warehouse 

Warehouse 
(Nokia)

Plant 
(Nokia)

Warehouse  
(Czech Republic) 

Sales 
company

Tyre 
dealers 

Suppliers (Raw materials) 

End-users 

 
Source: conducted by author of the thesis 
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Appendix 5 Target segment 

Source: conducted by author of the thesis 

  

Legend:      Sales company 
         Tyre dealer 

           Nokian factory     
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Appendix 6 Map of the Czech Republic with focus on road and motorway network 
 

 
Source: CzechInvest – Investment and Business Development Agency 

Appendix 7 Map of infrastructure in Pilzen region 

 

Source: CzechInvest – Investment and Business Development Agency 
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Appendix 8 Industrial properties to let in the Plzen region, Czech Republic 

Name 

Total 
built-up 

area 
(m2) 

Current 
built-up 

area 
(m2) 

Availability 

CTPark - Bor 772,000 256,000

Planned expansion approx. 71,000 
m2 Q2/2008; 329,000 m2 Q2/2009; 
116,000 m2 Q1/2010; approx. 
17,000 m2 immediately 

CTPark Plzeň- Borská 
pole 115,600 105,000 Approx. 10,600 m2 Q3/2008 

Pilsen - West Business 
Center 34,500 18,000 Planned expansion approx. 16,300 

m2; approx. 2,490 m2 immediately 

VGP park Nýřany 37,000 30,000
Planned expansion approx. 7,000 
m2 (Q4/2008), approx. 5,500 m2 
immediately 

ProLogis Park - Štěnovice 120,000 42,500 Planned expansion approx. 77,500 
m2; 8,000 m2 immediately 

D5 Logistics Park - 
Stříbro 60,000 27,000

Under construction approx. 32,000 
m2, approx. 25,000 m2 
immediately 

Orange Park Plzen – 
Nýřany

700,000m2 in the 
future 

Approx. 23,300 m2 for both 
logistics and light production use 
immediately 

Source: www.plzensky-kraj.cz, Cushman & Wakefield, www.orangepark.cz 
 

http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/15#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/8#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/8#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/13#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/13#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/34#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/47#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/16#text
http://www.czech-industrial.cz/en/Industrial-warehouse-ground-to-let/pilsen/16#text
http://www.orangepark.cz/en/
http://www.orangepark.cz/en/
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/
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Appendix 9 Industrial zones in the Plzen region, Czech Republic 

Area 
Municipality Name of the zone Total 

(ha) 
Available 

(ha) 
Bělá nad 

Radbuzou Bělá nad Radbuzou 10  8 

Blovice Blovice 18  18 
Bor Industriální zóna Bor - Vysočany 33,8  10,15 

Dobřany - Nad nádražím 19  9 Dobřany 
Dobřany - Za stodolami 5  2 
Domažlice - Východ 20,3  20,3 
Domažlice - Sever 5  5 

 
Domažlice 

 Domažlice - Za kasárny 8,7  3,5 
Holýšov Holýšov 34,66  14,66 

Horažďovice Horažďovice - Jestřebík 10  10 
Horšovský Týn Horšovský Týn 12,3  5 

Hrádek Hrádek 45  45 
Klatovy - Za tratí 26  21 
Klatovy - Pod Borem 23,8  23,8 

 
Klatovy 

 Klatovy - Točník, nádraží 6,2  6,2 
Kožlany Kožlany 12  9,8 

Líně Mezinárodní letiště s komerční zónou 
Plzeň - Líně 400  400 

Město Touškov Město Touškov - Sever 21  13 
Myslinka Myslinka 30  16,8 

Mýto Mýto 24  5 
Nepomuk Nepomuk - Dvorec 8  8 

Planá Planá 10,2  2,7 
Litice - Radobyčice 217  217 
Plzeň - Karlovarská 30  30 

 
Plzeň 

 Košutka 15  4 
Poběžovice Poběžovice 14,2  9 

Přeštice Přeštice - Západ 26,5  20,5  
Radnice Průmyslová zóna - Kruhovka 4,5  3,3

Rokycany - Jih 37,4  31,6Rokycany 
Exit 62 - Rokycany 43  43 

Spálené Poříčí Spálené Poříčí - Zámecká ulice 5,5  5,5 
PZ Tachov - U plynáren 5  5 Tachov 
Průmyslová zóna Sever - Tachov 20  4 

Source: www.plzensky-kraj.cz 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=39
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=1
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=3
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=4
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=5
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=6
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=40
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=7
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=9
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=10
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=11
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=12
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=13
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=14
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=42
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=43
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=15
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=15
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=16
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=17
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=18
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=19
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=21
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=28
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=23
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=22
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=45
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=29
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=30
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=31
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=32
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=33
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=38
http://www.plzensky-kraj.cz/zony.asp?IdZona=37
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Appendix 10 Sales forecast by product category, 2009-2011 (confidential) 
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Appendix 11 Product-mix consideration from the volume and weight perspective (confidential) 
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Appendix 12 Analysis on investment costs 

Number of unit Total costs 
Equipment EUR/Unit 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 
Equipment          44 450,00 € 3 450,00 € 32 150,00 €
Forklift       29 600,00 € 1 0 1 29 600,00 € 0,00 € 29 600,00 €
Packing machine         6 000,00 € 1 0 0 6 000,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Racks            150,00 € 57 23 17 8 550,00 € 3 450,00 € 2 550,00 €
Pallet                6,00 € 50 0 0 300,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Security equipment  included in rent 0 0 0 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Instrumentation          19 900,00 € 0,00 € 700,00 €
Computer            700,00 € 2 0 1 1 400,00 € 0,00 € 700,00 €
Software (Maestro, Oracle)       18 500,00 € 1 0 0 18 500,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Office equipment          2 950,00 € 0,00 € 1 000,00 €
Mobile phone            150,00 € 2 0 1 300,00 € 0,00 € 150,00 €
Printer-Scanner-Copier-Fax machine            900,00 € 1 0 0 950,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 €
Furniture             850,00 € 2 0 1 1 700,00 € 0,00 € 850,00 €
Total investment costs  x  x x x 67 300,00 € 3 450,00 € 33 850,00 €

 Source: based on calculation and estimation 
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Appendix 13 Analysis on operational costs 

Item Note 2009 2010 2011 
Labour costs   13 464 € 34 196 € 52 438 €
Salaries 800 EUR/month per employee with annual increase of 8% (2009-2011: 2 

employees, 2011: 3 employees) 
9 600 € 20 736 € 33 591 €

Other labour costs 3 EUR/hour for part-time agreement (100 h per month) 0 € 3 888 € 4 199 €
Health and social insurance 34% deducted from salary &part-time agreement 3 264 € 8 372 € 12 849 €
Fringe benefits 50 EUR/month per employee 600 € 1 200 € 1 800 €
Overhead cost   34 423 € 70 721 € 80 552 €
Equipment and stock insurance 1,300 EUR per annum (2011: EUR 1,800) 650 € 1 300 € 1 800 €
Rent 6 EUR/m2/month (500m2) 18 000 € 36 000 € 36 000 €
Maintenance and repair of equipment 300 EUR/month (2011: EUR400) 1 800 € 3 600 € 4 800 €
Utilities costs (electricity, heating & water 
consumption) 

7,500 EUR per annum with annual increase of 6% (monthly EUR 625 as 
advance payment) 3 750 € 7 950 € 8 427 €

Telecommunication 150 EUR/month per employee 1 800 € 3 600 € 5 400 €
Depreciation Based on the law and applied for forklifts, packing machine and software. 8 423 € 18 271 € 24 125 €
Total operational costs   47 887 € 104 917 € 132 990 €

Source: based on calculation and estimation 
Note: Depreciation based on following calculation  

Year Forklift 1 Forklift 2 Packing machine Software Total 
  2009 4440 0 900 3083 8423
2010 10064 0 2040 6167 18271
2011 7548 8880 1530 6167 24125
2012 5032 6216 1020 3083 15351
2013 2516 4144 510 0 7170

Depreciation is calculated according to the Czech Income Tax Law  
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Appendix 14 Increased sales due to warehouse assistance (confidential) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 15 Cash Flow in EUR (confidential) 
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